Remote control of the record.

One person can start, stop and play back multiple courtrooms - all without stepping foot in the courtroom.

With FTR Monitor™, a single user can manage the recordings of one or many remote recorders from a single PC from anywhere on the network.

Benefits

- Have flexibility of control based on where your people are, not where the session is taking place.
- Start recordings quickly, even with minimum warning.
- Work at scale to make the most of your team and benefit from greater logging efficiencies.
- Obtain a complete picture of recording activity across the enterprise with clear level indicators.
- Listen to recordings as they are being made using confidence monitoring to verify the quality.

Key Features

- Remote control of recording start/stop and playback
- Remote monitoring of audio/video activity
- Live confidence monitoring
- New switchable user interface design
- New streamlined installation

Centralised monitoring of multiple courtrooms

For more information visit: fortherecord.com
Works with

- **FTR Gold™**, the industry standard in multi-channel digital audio/video court recording.
- **FTR Gold Server™** lets your organization move towards a centralized recording model, effectively leveraging server hardware technology to capture audio feeds from up to 16 individual recording rooms on a single server.
- **FTR Player™** lets you use the record as it was intended with full control over microphone volume, speech speed and foot pedal support.
- **FTR Manager™** introduces the concept of sealing and unsealing recordings across your sites and allows authorized users the ability to lockdown access to sensitive recordings.
- **FTR Manager + Warehouse™** supercharges your FTR recording archival by leveraging indexing and search technologies to provide instant content file location and playback from anywhere on your network.

Minimum System Requirements

- Windows® 7 and above.
- Intel® Core™ i5 Processor or equivalent with at least 4GB RAM.
- Display: 1024x768 or higher.
- CD or DVD recordable drive or network for access to and saving of log sheets.